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Abstract: Obtaining information (e.g., position, respiration, and heartbeat rates) on humans located
behind opaque and non-metallic obstacles (e.g., walls and wood) has prompted the development
of non-invasive remote sensing technologies. Due to its excellent features like high penetration
ability, short blind area, fine-range resolution, high environment adoption capabilities, low cost and
power consumption, and simple hardware design, impulse radio ultra-wideband (IR-UWB) throughwall radar has become the mainstream primary application radar used for the non-invasive remote
sensing. IR-UWB through-wall radar has been developed for nearly 40 years, and various hardware
compositions, deployment methods, and signal processing algorithms have been introduced by many
scholars. The purpose of these proposed approaches is to obtain human information more accurately
and quickly. In this paper, we focus on IR-UWB through-wall radar and introduce the key advances
in system design and deployment, human detection theory, and signal processing algorithms, such
as human vital sign signal measurement methods and moving human localization. Meanwhile, we
discuss the engineering pre-processing methods of IR-UWB through-wall radar. The lasts research
progress in the field is also presented. Based on this progress, the conclusions and the development
directions of the IR-UWB through-wall radar in the future are also preliminarily forecasted.
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1. Introduction
Obtaining information (e.g., position, respiration, and heartbeat rate) on humans
behind opaque and non-metallic obstacles is an interesting project. By using a low-center
frequency (400 Megahertz (MHz)-5 Gigahertz (GHz)) electromagnetic wave, radar can
detect a human behind a wall with a non-contact and non-damaging method, called
through-wall radar. Compared to other sensors (such as acoustic and infrared sensors),
radar protects privacy and works well in different lighting conditions, even in darkness.
In 2002, the FCC greenlit the civil use of ultra-wideband (UWB) technology and defined a
UWB signal: The bandwidth of the transmitted signal must be 25% greater than the central
frequency called the Ultra-wideband (UWB) signal [1]. Generally, through-wall radar using
a UWB signal can penetrate an obstacle better than its alternatives due to the wideband
effect. The UWB signal has several key advantages than over other signals: (1) a high range
resolution; (2) a large bandwidth that can reduce the influence of obstacles in the signal and
enhance the target recognition ability; (3) its immunity to multipath interference, making it
suitable for indoor or complex environments.
The research on UWB through-wall radar can be divided into two categories (human
information detection and information acquisition of internal structures of obstacles) according to the different detection environments and purposes. The latter methods are
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similar to those for ground penetrating radar (GPR), so the related processing methods for
GPR are suitable for through-wall radar. Under the framework of UWB signals, the signal
forms mainly include impulse radio (IR), random noise wave (M-sequence), frequencymodulated continuous wave (FMCW), and stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) [2].
Although there are many categories of UWB through-wall radar, IR-UWB through-wall
radar offers excellent performance [3]: (1) Its data acquisition is faster than that of SFCWUWB through-wall radar; (2) it uses a simple design for its transmitter and receiver; and
(3) it operates at low power levels, giving it a long endurance time. Therefore, IR-UWB
through-wall radar has promising prospects and applications for anti-terrorism efforts,
post disaster search and rescue, and smart homes.
This paper presents a comprehensive review of the latest research on IR-UWB throughwall radar. Unlike other review articles on UWB radar [4–8], in this paper, we focused on
the common technological methods used in the UWB through-wall radar and introduced
the generalized IR-UWB radar components and their development history. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the general composition of IR-UWB
through-wall radar and the classical human UWB signal model are introduced. In Section 3,
based on the engineering experience, we summarize the preprocessing algorithms for IRUWB through-wall radar. In Section 4, we present the contributions of other researchers
regarding the vital sign signal measurements of stationary humans and the locations of
moving humans. Finally, conclusions and future prospects are provided in Section 5.
2. The Development of the Human Target Signal Model of IR-UWB Through-Wall Radar
2.1. The Development of IR-UWB Through-Wall Radar
The study of IR-UWB through-wall radar system began around 1980, more than
40 years ago. Generally speaking, the hardware of IR-UWB through-wall radar systems
is more concise than that of other through-wall radar solutions, like FMCW and SFCW
through-wall radar [3], which consist of three parts: an impulse signal generation module,
an echo signal acquisition module, and a data processing communication module. The
corresponding system block diagram is shown in Figure 1. The design of the impulse signal
generation module focuses on an all-solid state with high stability and a high repetition rate.
This design can be implemented by using a field effect transistor (FET) or step recovery
diode (SRD) as the core components. Because the impulse signal needs a high-speed analogdigital converter (ADC) for sampling, it is not conductive to radar system engineering
implementations. As the transmitted signal is a periodic repetitive signal, the design
scheme of the echo signal acquisition module based on equivalent sampling technology can
be completed using a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and a low-rate analog-digital
converter. The precision delay circuit is controlled by FPGA and generates the sequence
delay square signal. This signal is processed by narrowing and amplifying it to force the
sampling generation circuit to trigger the sampling gate circuit. Figure 2 provides more
details about this module. The data processing communication module is responsible
for the dual flow of data. When the detection data are transmitted to the module, users
also can issue work instructions. Usually, the module uses a cable or wireless method
(e.g., Wi-Fi, Zigbee, or Bluetooth) to interact with users.
There are some representative research institutions and organizations that focus on the
design and implementation of IR-UWB through-wall radar systems: Timedomain Co., Ltd.
(Huntsville, AL, USA); the Cambridge consultants company (Cambridge, Cambridgeshire,
UK); the Camero-Tech company of Israel (ISR); and the design bureau of the experimental
works of Russia (RUS). In China (CHN), there are many enterprises that have established
cooperative relationships with universities and carried out considerable pioneering research, such as Xi’an Biken technology development Co., Ltd. (Xi’an, China), the Novasky
Electronic technology Co. Ltd. (Changsha, China), the China Research Institute of Radio
wave Propagation; and Beijing LSJ technology development Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China).
In 1998 and 2001, the Timedomain company [9–11] developed an IR-UWB throughwall radar based on its self-developed UWB integrated circuit named PulseOn; the corre-
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sponding models are RadarVision1000 and RadarVision2000. RadarVision1000 has a large
transmitted signal bandwidth of 1.4 GHz. Its center frequency is 2 GHz, and its pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is 5 MHz. This radar system can reach 4-inch (10.16 cm (cm)) range
resolution. Compared with the former, RadarVision2000 can realize 2-dimensional imaging
of the target focus in any detection area. Its PRF can reach 10 MHz, its center frequency is
2.4 GHz, and its transmitted signal bandwidth is around 0.7 GHz. The transmitted power of
this radar system is as low as 50 milliwatts (mW). The detection distance is more than 20 m
(m) when the thickness of the concrete wall is about 20 cm. Following RadarVision2000, the
Timedomain company launched a military version named SoliderVision2000a1 (SV2000A1)
to meet the operational needs of the army in densely populated areas. This device can be
used by soldiers to perform handheld work [10,12]. SV2000A1 was used by the U.S. Army
in its urban operations in Iraq during 2003. This radar system uses 11 pairs of receiving and
transmitting spiral antennas. The center frequency of its transmitted signal is 2 GHz, and
its bandwidth is also 2 GHz; its transmitted power is 1.5 mW. The short pulse transmitted
by each pair of antennas is precisely encoded by a timing chip, and target movement is
detected by detecting the energy changes of adjacent returns. SV2000A1 has a detection
field of 60 degrees in the horizontal direction and 45 degrees in the vertical direction. Its
optional detection range is 3, 5, and 10 m, and it can operate under multi-mode detection
according to the speed of the moving target. At present, the products of the Timedomain
company include PulsOn series UWB radar modules. The PulseOn440 UWB radar has
a size of millimeters (mm). The bandwidth range of this module is 3.1–4.8 GHz, and its
center frequency is 4.3 GHz. It can work in single, double, and multi station network. The
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measurement accuracy of this device is 1 cm on open ground, and its indoor test accuracy
is better than 1 m under the conditions of non-line of sight (NLOS).
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In 2006, The British Cambridge consultant company developed a second version of the
portable radar interior space monitor 200 system (Prism-200) using coherent short pulses
as the transmitting signals with a bandwidth range of 1.6–2.2 GHz with a center frequency
of 1.9 GHz. Prism-200 can acquire and track the 3-dimensional spatial position and speed
of a target hidden behind an obstacle. The spatial resolution of this system is 30 cm, and its
maximum detection range is 15 m [13].
Israel Camero-Tech company began to develop the XaverTM series IR-UWB throughwall radar system in 2004, which is suitable for penetrating detection through wood, brick
walls, concrete walls, or other non-metal obstacles. XaverTM-800 is the most advanced
through-wall radar system in this series. It uses a 24-element antenna array to perform
3-dimensional imaging and tracking of its detected targets. The paper [14] presents this
radar system and its operational results. XaverTM-800 has a horizontal and vertical
detection angle of 80 degrees with a bandwidth of 7 GHz. The system’s range resolution is
3 cm, and its azimuth resolution is 30 cm when the detection range is 8 m. XaverTM-100 is a
handheld portable through-wall radar system. XaverTM-400 is an upgraded version based
on XaverTM-100, whose running frequency range is 3–10 GHz. Its farthest detection range
is 20 m. The range resolution of this system is 5 cm. In 2016, Camero-Tech developed a
remote-controlled system termed XaverNETTM for the coordinated detection of XaverTM100 and XaverTM-400. This remote-control system uses the Zigbee data transmission
protocol and supports up to four radar system for distributed detection. The relevant
area is constructed with multiple perspectives, which can eliminate the blind areas to a
certain extent. Meanwhile, the collaborative system has a data playback function for replay
analysis after the end of a task.
In China, under the support of funds from relevant departments, Xi’an Biken company
and the Fourth Military Medical University (FMMU) jointly developed a more advanced
wall-penetrating life detection IR-UWB radar like the PoliceVision series called the SJ
series [6]. Among them, the SJ-3000 life detection radar participated in the ‘2006 Asia
Pacific Earthquake Drill’ exercise and was put into use in the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake
in Sichuan province. At present, the newest product model of Biken company is the
SJ6000+ life detection radar which can penetrate walls with a thickness of 42 cm. This radar
system has the ability to detect the breathing signal of a stationary human within 18 m
and a moving human target within 27 m. The latest research achievement of FMMU is
an IR-UWB multi-channel radar with a center frequency of 400 MHz. This radar system
transceiver’s antennas have multiple degrees of freedom due to their special mechanical
design [15]. In this way, the position and detection direction of each transceiver element can
be adjusted according to the detection scenery, making this device applicable to complex
environments; detailed information can be found in the latest paper [15].
In 2005, The National University of Defense Technology (NUDT) developed a throughwall radar system named RadarEye with the UHF and L frequency bands [16]. The transmitted signal used in this radar is a bipolar short pulse signal without a carrier frequency, and
the effective detection range is 3–5 m. The RadarEye system produces low electromagnetic
interference in the surrounding environment, making it suitable for deployment in sensitive
areas. The Novasky Electronic technology company [17] is a young start-up company developing UWB through-wall radar solutions in China. It developed its CE/CEM/DN/YSR
series products in cooperation with NUDT. The CE-200 IR-UWB through-wall radar uses
multiple input/multiple output technology (MIMO), is able to detect 3–10 human targets
at the same time, and has a range resolution of 30 cm. The DN-IV life detection radar has
a medium compensation ability in a variety of environments. The YSR30 radar system
was developed for special environments like mines and can obtain the vital signs of a fully
stationary human target.
The Beijing LSJ technology development company and the team of Central South
University (CSU) established a university–industry cooperation relationship, and the
resulting IR-UWB through-wall radar shows excellent performance in actual operations [18].
The LSJ radar uses a dielectric coupling enhanced antenna which improves the device’s
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anti-interference capabilities and has the ability to estimate the dielectric constant from
environment media. After the collapse of the Xinjia Hotel in Quanzhou City, Fujian
Province on 7 March 2020 [19], the LSJ through-wall radar successfully detected three
people on March 9 and March 10.
In summary, existing IR-UWB through-wall radar has the following features: (1) It
has the ability to capture information on multiple moving human targets and multiple
micro-moving human targets and (2) it has no fixed mode for deployment of its transceiver
antennas. Most radar systems use compact transceiver antennas to reduce the volume of
the radar, but this may cause an artifacting problem due to the short radar aperture.
2.2. The Human Return Signal Model of the IR-UWB Through-Wall Radar
In past studies, many papers build models to describe human return signals. In
Fei et al. [20] the human target echo of a UWB through-wall radar was modeled in the
time-domain. The received signal was complex and could not be understood by the simple
delay and doppler frequency of the transmitting signal but required the superposition of
different time delays of multiple scattering points of the whole target. After the first filter of
the wall, the signal transmitted by the radar penetrated the wall and irradiated the target,
then the radar wave penetrated the wall a second time and was received by the receiver
together with other noises. A specular multipath model for UWB radar was introduced
in [21,22]. The return signal included a multi-path component because the return wave
came from different human body parts at different times with various amplitudes. These
different scattering pathways should be considered as multipath components of the UWB
radar’s received signal. Therefore, the time-varying UWB multipath channel model can be
used to describe the human return signal [23]:
L

h(t, τ ) =

∑ a j (t)w j (τ − τj (t))

(1)

j =1

where τ is the time delay, and t is the UWB device’s elapsed time. The channel model is
represented as the superposition of the L strongest scattering path. These paths describe
the response at time t. a j , τj denote the amplitude and the time-of-arrival (TOA) of path j,
respectively. w j (·) is the waveform of path j, which can be approximated by the specular
multi-path channel model, namely w j (·) = δ(·), where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function [24].
This simplification ensures that the mono-static UWB radar runs in the presence of realtime processing.
Therefore, the UWB radar’s received signal can be represented as follows:
L

r (t) ≈

∑ bj (t) p j (τ − τj (t))

(2)

j =1

where r (t) = h(t, τ ) ⊗ p(τ ) and ⊗ means the convolution operation. p(τ ) is the impulse
signal transmitted by the radar transmitter. b j (t) represents the signal amplitude factor.
τj (t) refers to the path j’s propagation delay at time t from the transmitter to the receiver.
Discretize (2) along both the slow-time direction and the fast-time direction (the slowtime represents the received pulse number and the fast-time represents the total sampling
points that can be converted to distance [25]). The radar received signal matrix can then
be obtained and some relevant information can be extracted (the specific method will be
introduced in Section 5). Considering only one human target in the scene, we can solve the
human position using TOA τj (t). Meanwhile, along the slow-time direction, the human
target’s respiratory and heartbeat rates can be analyzed. Figure 3 illustrates the human
signal model (in Figure 3b, we magnified the displacement of the chest cavity intentionally).
Based on the UWB radar received signal model (2), the return signal of a stationary
human was simulated in [26]. In this paper, the return signal of a moving human was
simulated. In these simulations, we used the following assumptions: The signal transmitted

r (t ) h(t ,τ ) ⊗ p (τ ) and ⊗ means the convolution operation. p (τ ) is the imwhere =
pulse signal transmitted by the radar transmitter. b j (t ) represents the signal amplitude
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3. The Pre-Processing of Radar Signals before Human Information is Obtained
Based on the human target detection theory in Section II, the radar received signals
with a complex composition, which was necessary to remove clutter (for example, the wall
reflection wave, antenna direct coupling wave, background echoes, and other noises) as
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3. The Pre-Processing of Radar Signals before Human Information Is Obtained
Based on the human target detection theory in Section 2, the radar received signals
with a complex composition, which was necessary to remove clutter (for example, the wall
reflection wave, antenna direct coupling wave, background echoes, and other noises) as
much as possible in the low computational method. For the target echo obtained after
clutter suppression, the signal amplitude was relatively weak, and appropriate signal
amplitude enhancement was needed. The most common clutter removal methods and
signal enhancement algorithms are described below. Meanwhile, we also introduced the
wall parameter estimation method, which uses the return signal and the reference time
zero search method.
3.1. The Clutter Removal Methods
3.1.1. Pulse Cancelling
In the through-wall radar detection scene, the reflected signals of the target contain
high-frequency components in the frequency domain. When the target maintains a large
amplitude motion, the high-frequency component is greater. The pulse cancellation method
has the function of a high pass filter in the frequency domain; therefore, this method can
remove clutter to some extent. Here, rt+1 , rt represents the radar received signal at t + 1, t
time. Then, the human reflected echoes zt can be expressed as
z t = r t +1 − r t

(3)

This method achieves the effect of linear filtering by differentially processing the
adjacent return signals, thus realizing the removal of clutter components [27]. This method
can remove most of the background clutter in the detection scene, but when the human
target displacement is small, this method has difficulty in retaining the human echoes.
3.1.2. Cumulative Average Background Cancellation
The accumulated average background cancellation method is different from the pulse
cancellation method. It first estimates the background signal yt+1 at t + 1 time by the mean
value of historical echoes:
yt+1 = mean{r1 , r2 , . . . , rt }
(4)
where yt+1 represents the background signal at t + 1 time, r1 , r2 , . . . , rt represents the
historical radar received signals, and the mean{·} is the mean operation. Therefore, the
human target signal can be expressed as follows:
z t +1 = r t +1 − y t +1

(5)

Theoretically speaking, the cumulative average background cancellation method is the
most accurate background mean estimation algorithm. However, according to an analysis
of Equation (5), this algorithm does not have the ability to use real-time processing. At
the same time, it also has higher requirements for the storage capacity of the radar system.
To give this algorithm online processing abilities and reduce its data storage capacity,
researchers rewrote the Equation (5) as
y t +1

= mean{r1 , r2 , . . . , rt }
= (1 − 1t )yt + 1t rt+1

(6)

In Equation (6), yt+1 consists of two items: The first item is the estimated background
signal at t time, and the second item is the received signal at t + 1 time. With an accumulation of the detection time, the background estimation accuracy of the algorithm increases.
However, when the background changes in the detection scene, the background update
speed is slow because in this algorithm, the weight of each echo is at the same level, so
the algorithm cannot focus on the latest echo data, which makes the current echo data
contribute less to the whole background estimation signal.
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3.1.3. Exponentially Weighted Cancellation
The difference between the exponentially weighted cancellation method [28] and the
cumulative average background cancellation method lies in its background signal estimation:
y t +1

= αyt + (1 − α)rt+1
= (1 − α)(rt+1 + αrt + · · · + α2 r2 ) + αt y1

(7)

where α is the exponentially weighted factor, which determines the stability of the estimated
background signal. In Equation (7), the estimated background signal using this method is
the same as that in (4). Therefore, this method has the features of both previous methods.
Using the weighting factor, the high frequency composition is smoothed. Meanwhile, this
method can adopt variation in the environment. As the detection time passes, the weight
of the current received signal becomes larger than that of the earlier echoes. Thus, this
method can update the background information dynamically.
In summary, the purpose of the clutter removal method is to retain the interesting
target echoes and remove the irrelevant scattering signals as much as possible. The corresponding core solution depends on real-time estimation of the background signal. The
methods mentioned above are widely used because of their low complexity, but their
performance is related to the human target’s trajectory. There are many existing methods
based on spatial filtering, subspace projection, compressed sensing, etc. [29–33]. Improved
exponentially weighted cancellation based on the least mean square can better solve the
problem of target loss when the target remains in movement conversion, but its structure
is more complex [34]. The method based on singular value decomposition has a weak
coupling degree with the form of the target’s movement, but it requires a large amount of
computation [35,36].
3.2. The Signal Enhancement Algorithms
In the traditional radar principle, the power of radar-received signals reflected by
targets depends on the distance between the radar antenna and the target. UWB throughwall radar also has this property and must focus on the effect of the penetrating medium on
its signal propagation. Especially in a multi-target tracking scenario, the reflection from the
target located further from the radar is weaker than that near the target [37]. Meanwhile,
the nearer target will shadow the relatively distant target [38], making it more challenging
to detect the distant target. Many weak signal enhancement algorithms were proposed to
solve this problem to some extent [37,39,40]. Generally, the principle of the weak signal
enhancement algorithm involves equalizing the raw signal amplitudes by updating the
time-varying gain coefficient, which can be expressed as follows:
z E (τ ) = z(τ ) · ω (τ )

(8)

where z E (τ ) represents the enhanced signal, z(τ ) denotes the raw signal without the
enhancement algorithm, and ω (τ ) is the time-varying gain coefficient series.
3.2.1. Propagation Time Gain
The principle of the propagation time gain is based on the attenuation of signal
strength with the propagation distance in the radar system. Namely, the time-varying
coefficients can be expressed as a power term of the propagation time. Therefore, the
expression of this algorithm is as follows:
ω (τ ) = τ k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4.
where τ denotes the propagation time, and k denotes the power term coefficients.

(9)
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The method
proposed
in [37] is called advanced normalization. Consider that the
τNmax =
τend
End
if
total interval of the received signal length is [ 0 , end ] . First, the maximum value umax1 of
τ = τLmax
to τNmax and its index position is recorded as  ; then, the signal
the totalFor
interval
is calculated,
u1
z(t,τ )
z E (t, τ ) = vmax
[ 0 , u1 ] is normalized based on umax1 . Second, the next largest value is found
among
End
along the
sub-interval
τLmax
= τNmax of this signal [ u1 , end ] and normalized in this interval. After
End while
reaching
the index position at the end of the signal, the loop ends. This method is illusEnd in Figure 5 with pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.
trated

Figure 5. An illustration of advanced normalization.
Figure 5. An illustration of advanced normalization.

3.2.3. Automatic Gain Control
The core
idea of automatic
gain control is to adjust the time-varying gain coefficients
Algorithm
1 Advance1
normalization
by
feedback
according
to
the
features
of the radar received signal. An automatic gain
Input: Raw signal z (t , ), [ 0 , end ]
control (AGC) algorithm based on the signal power was mentioned in [37]. First, assume a
zE (max
t , ) gain g . Second, calculate the signal power under the
Output:
Enhanced
signal
sliding window
length
d and
max
 Lmax size
0 window 2d + 1 and compare it with gmax . The detailed calculation formulas are
given
as
follows:
 Nmax
  end  1
2d + 1
g(t, τi ) = s
(10)
i +d

2
∑ z(t, τi )

k =i − d

gnorm (t, τi ) =

g(t, τi )
min g(t, τi )
∀i

(11)
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gmask (t, τi ) =

gmax ,
gnorm (t, τi ),

gnorm (t, τi ) > gmax
gnorm (t, τi ) ≤ gmax

z E (t, τi ) = gmask (t, τi )z(t, τi )

(12)
(13)

where g(t, τi ) represents the variance based on the signal power, gnorm (t, τi ) denotes g(t, τi )
normalized by the minimal value, and gmax is the gain mask used to enhance the raw
signal z(t, τ ).
This algorithm clearly requires the input of two parameters (i.e., the sliding window
d and the max gain gmax ), but the author doses not give any suggestions of how to select
these two parameters. matGPR introduces similar signal-enhanced algorithms based on
the application of GPR (e.g., standard AGC and Gaussian-tapered AGC) [41]. In matGPR,
the time-varying signal level is computed by the signal root mean square (RMS) over a
sliding time-window. During this time-window, the signal amplitude at the center of the
window with respect to the RMS of the window scales. This process ensures that a low
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Figure
6. Actual
Figure 6.
Actual experimental
experimental scene.
scene.

3.3. The Method for Reference True Time Zero Search and Time-Delay Calibration
In an actual multi-channel through-wall radar system, the starting point of the echo
signal is not the ‘zero time’ of radar. This is because the time delay of each piece of channel
hardware is different and time-varying (due to temperature, voltage stability, and other
physical parameters). To achieve the human localization of multi-channel radar, a zero-time
search and time-delay calibration are required among the receiving channels. If not, the
wrong position may be located or image defocusing may occur. Figure 8 presents a simple
spherical object imaging result of XaverTM-800 with the time delay calibrated in different
stages [14]. Figure 8 shows that time-delay calibration is significant for imaging results. In
Figure 8a, the imaging result is defocused and cannot be considered as a spherical target.
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Figure 9. The reference zero-time position summary [43].

In this paper, we introduce a simple and efficient time-delay calibration method
based on the first positive peak. The first positive peak point of the UWB echo signal can
Figure 9.
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The reference
reference zero-time
zero-time position
position summary
summary [43].
[43].
be regarded as Figure
the direct
coupled wave
position, as the
wave amplitude is large, and the
propagation range is the distance between the transmitting channel and receiving chanIn this paper, we introduce a simple and efficient time-delay calibration method
nel. Take a single input multiple output (SIMO) radar as an example, with 1 transmitter
based on the first positive peak. The first positive peak point of the UWB echo signal can
and N receivers (N > 0, N mod 2 = 0):
be regarded as the direct coupled wave position, as the wave amplitude is large, and the
propagation range is the distance
d between the transmitting channel and receiving chan-
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In this paper, we introduce a simple and efficient time-delay calibration method based
on the first positive peak. The first positive peak point of the UWB echo signal can be
regarded as the direct coupled wave position, as the wave amplitude is large, and the
propagation range is the distance between the transmitting channel and receiving channel.
Take a single input multiple output (SIMO) radar as an example, with 1 transmitter and N
receivers (N > 0, N mod 2 = 0):
dtrx
tdir =
(14)
c
t0 dir = tdir + ∆ch

(15)

Assuming that there is no time delay in the channels, the first positive peak position
can be calculated by (14), where c is the propagation velocity of electromagnetic waves,
and dtrx is the distance of the transmitting and receiving antenna. When considering the
time delay in the channels, the direct coupling wave will appear delayed, and (14) should
be rewritten as (15), where ∆ch represents the time delay in the corresponding channel.
Then, with these two equations, ∆ch can be solved and used to calibrate the target position.
The pseudo-code of the calibration method is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Multi-channel time delay calibration method based on the reference zero time
Input:
The distance of transmitting and receiving antenna set: {dt0r1 , dt0r2 , . . . , dt0rN }
The first positive peak position of each receive channel set: {t0 dir01 , t0 dir02 , . . . , t0 dir0N }
Output:
The time delay with reference channel: {e21 , e31 , . . . , e N1 }.
1. Setting the receive channel closest to the transmitting channel as the reference channel, namely the No.1 channel;
2. Calculate the delay of each channel by (14) (15); the channel delay set can then be obtained: {∆ch1 , ∆ch2 , . . . , ∆chN };
3. Calculate the delay shift between each channel and the reference channel: {e21 , e31 , . . . , e N1 };
For i = 2 to N
If ei1 ≤ 0 then
Find the corresponding return signal, with zero padding from the starting position of the signal;
The padding number is ei1 ;
Else
Find the corresponding return signal and discard the data from the starting position of the signal;
The discard number is ei1 ;
End if
End
End

3.4. The Wall Parameter Estimation Method
During UWB through-wall radar sensing, the influence of the wall parameters like
the dielectric constant and wall thickness of the signal should be considered. Due to the
wall’s physical condition, the signal may experience attenuation, refraction, or diffraction,
leading to a defocused target image and a wrong target position. In Wang et al. [44], the
authors explored the effects of physical wall errors via simulations based on the wideband
beamforming imaging method. The conclusions of this paper are as follows: When the
dielectric constant is assumed to be known, if the estimated wall thickness is greater than
the actual value, the azimuth and range coordinates of the target will both be smaller
than the true position. However, with a known wall thickness, if the estimated dielectric
constant is greater than the actual constant, then the target position will be closer to the
radar. Currently, studies that focus on the wall parameter estimation can be classified into
three categories: (1) direct measurement methods [45–47], (2) imaging feedback correction
methods [44,48], and (3) time domain range profile extraction methods [49–51].
In this paper, we review and introduce the progress of the third method. For practical
application considerations, we only consider the distribution of the radar antennas on
the same side. The UWB radar return signal contains abundant information on the wall,
which can be extracted for wall parameter estimation. The signal components in the time
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=
Y ( y | y ∈ C ) and C = (d , ε ) denote the wall thickness and permittivity;
where
where Y = (yii |yi i ∈ C ) and C = (d, rε r ) denote the wall thickness and permittivity;
E
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In Qu et al. [50], a method using a time-delay-only estimation strategy with the
a hybrid
parameters. As Figure 10 shows, the reflected signals from the wall can be regarded as a
bistatic–monostatic measurement configuration was proposed to estimate the wall patemplate for the transmitted pulse with time-shifts and certain attenuation. This means
rameters. As Figure 10 shows, the reflected signals from the wall can be regarded as a
that the propagation channel of the transmitted signal can be modeled as a sparse channel.
template for the transmitted pulse with time-shifts and certain attenuation. This means
Therefore, the sparse blind deconvolution algorithm is applied to precisely obtain the
that the propagation channel of the transmitted signal can be modeled as a sparse channel.
time delays of the return signals of the wall. With the time delays, the wall thickness,
Therefore, the sparse blind deconvolution algorithm is applied to precisely obtain the time
relative permittivity, and conductivity can be calculated. The simulation results based on
delays of the return signals of the wall. With the time delays, the wall thickness, relative
the software package gprMax [52] verify the performance of this method compared with
permittivity, and conductivity can be calculated. The simulation results based on the softestimation of the signal parameters via the rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) [53].
ware package gprMax [52] verify the performance of this method compared with estimaThe proposed method offers excellent performance and has stronger noise tolerance. More
tion of the signal parameters via the rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) [53]. The
detailed information can be found in Tables 1 and 2.
proposed method offers excellent performance and has stronger noise tolerance. More detailed information can be found in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Error comparisons of the proposed method and the ESPRIT method.
Thickness (cm)
Actual
Proposed method
ESPRIT method
Proposed method
ESPRIT method
Proposed method
ESPRIT method

Relative Permittivity

Error

Actual

Error

6

3.8%
66.7%
0.5%
6.2%
0.33%
1%

2.2%
19.5%
0.39%
3.15%
0.07%
0.67%

10
20
30

Conductivity (S/m)
Actual

Error

0.01

15.5%
40.7%
20.4%
24.1%
22.9%
21.8%

Table 2. Estimated wall parameters under various SNR levels.
Thickness (cm)
SNE(dB)
0
5
10
15
20
25
30

Estimated
20.73
20.33
19.65
19.83
20.19
20.08
20.08

Relative Permittivity

Actual

Estimated

20

5.60
5.83
6.22
6.11
5.91
5.97
5.97

Conductivity (S/m)

Actual

Estimated

Actual

6

0.0048
0.0068
0.0085
0.0112
0.0108
0.0110
0.0108

0.01

4. Obtaining Human Information
4.1. Basic Theory of Human Localization
The human position algorithm is the core of IR-UWB through-wall radar. There are
many location algorithms based on radio, such as direction of arrival (AOA), received
signal strength indicator (RSSI), time difference of arrival (TDOA), and time of arrival
(TOA). In this section, we introduce the ellipse cross positioning algorithm based on TOA,
which is commonly used in IR-UWB through-wall radar [54]. This algorithm only requires
the time delay information of targets, allowing it to fully use the extremely fine time
resolution of the UWB signal. Since the algorithm requires at least two pairs of transmitting
and receiving antennas, the following is a brief description of this algorithm based on a
one-transmitter and two-receiver IR-UWB through-wall radar.
Assuming that the time delay of the target is acquired from the radar returns, two hyperbolic curves of the target can be obtained according to the layout position of the radar
antennas. Figure 11 illustrates the ellipse cross positioning algorithm. Regardless of the
effect of the wall, a Cartesian coordinate system is established with the center of the
transmitting antenna. Supposing the target coordinates are O( x, y), the receiving antenna
coordinates are (±d, 0), and the time delays of the target to the two receiving antennas are
τ1 , τ2 . Then, according to the properties of the ellipse curves, the following equation holds:
OR1 + OT = c × τ1 = 2a1
OR2 + OT = c × τ2 = 2a2
 2
b12 = a21 − 2d
 2
b22 = a22 − 2d

(17)

where c is the velocity of the electromagnetic waves; 2a1 , 2a2 are the major axis parameters; and 2b1 , 2b2 are the minor axis parameters of these ellipses’ curves. Based on these
properties, the ellipses equations can be constructed:
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The solution of (18) is the position of the target. When the radar and the target are
obstructed by the wall, it is necessary to consider the wall’s physical parameters. If the
thickness of the wall is not greater than 0.4 m, and the relative dielectric constant is small
(not greater than 12), only the propagation delay of the electromagnetic wave in the wall
should be considered, as shown in Figure 12. Therefore, the expression of (18) needs to be
rewritten as follows:


dwall
= 2a1
OR1 + OT = c × τ1 − 2 × √c
εr
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= 2a2
c
εr
(19)
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whereand
dwall
denotes the wall thickness, and ε r represents the permittivity of the wall.

The description of the localization principle shows that the time delay for all received
channels needs to reach the match condition. The match condition means that the all-time
delay is generated by the same target. The work in [55] discusses in detail the time delay
match conditions of the target within the radar power range. Assuming that the target’s
potential coordinates are X 1 ( x1 , 0 ) , X 2 ( x2 , y2 ) , X 3 ( 0, y3 ) , and that the distances between
target and receiver are denoted by=
=
si , j , i 0,1,
2; j 1, 2,3 , where i represents the code of
the receiver, j denotes the target number. Figure 13 shows the scheme of the layout of
the radar antennas and the targets in the radar power area. Using the all-feasible cases of
the target position { X 1 , X 2 , X 3 } , the match condition can be determined.

Figure 12. The illustration of the ellipse cross positioning algorithm (with obstacles between the
radar and
target).
Figure
12. The
illustration of the ellipse cross positioning algorithm (with obstacles between the
radar and target).

The description of the localization principle shows that the time delay for all received
channels needs to reach the match condition. The match condition means that the all-time
delay is generated by the same target. The work in [55] discusses in detail the time delay
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The description of the localization principle shows that the time delay for all received
channels needs to reach the match condition. The match condition means that the all-time
delay is generated by the same target. The work in [55] discusses in detail the time delay
match conditions of the target within the radar power range. Assuming that the target’s
potential coordinates are X1 ( x1 , 0), X2 ( x2 , y2 ), X3 (0, y3 ), and that the distances between
target and receiver are denoted by si,j , i = 0, 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3, where i represents the code of
the receiver, j denotes the target number. Figure 13 shows the scheme of the layout of the
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radar antennas and the targets in the radar power area. Using the all-feasible cases of the
target position { X1 , X2 , X3 }, the match condition can be determined.
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Case 3, X3 (0, y3 ). The time delays for the two receiving channels are as follows:
| s − s | 2d
| τ 2,2=
−ττ 2,1 =
| | s0,32,2+s1,3 1,2 |≤
(23)
.
3,1
cc
c
(24)
s0,3 +s2,3 .
τ3,2 =
c
Case 3, X 3 (0, y3 ) . The time delays for the two receiving channels are as follows:
Therefore, the time delay relations hold:
s +s
τ 3,1 = 0,3 1,3
(25)
|τ3,2 − τ3,1 |=
c 0.
.
(24)
s0,3 + s2,3
τ 3,2 =
c

Therefore, the time delay relations hold:
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In summary, in the elliptical cross positioning algorithm, the upper limit of the delay
difference of the same target in the radar receiving channel is related to the distance of the
radar transmitting and receiving antenna and must be less than or equal to 2d/c.
4.2. Moving Human Detection
After the pre-processing and localization methods are introduced, the pre-processing
method can improve the time delay (or termed time of arrival (TOA)) to obtain greater
accuracy, and the correct TOA will ensure the accuracy of the positioning. Generally, the
acquisition of TOA requires target detection operations. The detection method determines
whether a target is absent or present in the examined radar signals based on statistical
decision theory.
In this section, three categories of target detection methods used for UWB throughwall radar are reviewed. The first detection method is based on constant false rate (CFAR)
detection, which can provide the maximum probability of detection under a given false
alarm rate. The most common CFAR detectors [56] include cell averaging CFAR (CA-CFAR),
cell averaging with greatest CFAR (CAGO-CFAR), and ordered statistics (OS-CFAR). The
second detection method mainly uses the statistical characteristics of the received signal
like skewness [57], kurtosis [58], standard deviation [59,60], variance [61], entropy [62],
energy [63–65], etc. The third detection method is based on the multi-path model of the
radar return signal. The CLEAN algorithm and its modified version are often used to
detect the target and record the corresponding TOA.
The CFAR is a sub-optimum detector widely used in through-wall radar. Figure 14
describes the general scheme of the CFAR detector. For a signal output by the square law
detector, a sliding window is used to compare the signal power levels. The sliding window is
composed of reference cells and test cells. The data span in the reference cells is employed to
estimate the clutter power level. In Rohling [56], the random variables of the clutter contained
in reference X ∈ X1 , X2 , . . . , X N were assumed to follow the exponential distribution. The
probability density function could then be expressed as follows:
(  
(− x2 )
1
α , x ≥ 0
2 e
α
p( x ) =
(26)
0, otherwise
where α2 denotes the clutter power level. Then, the probability of the false alarm Pf a can
be obtained as
Z ∞
Pf a =
p( x )dx
(27)
S

where S represents the threshold, which can be denoted by T × Z, where Z = α2 . Under
different false alarm probabilities, the T can be calculated by the following expression:
T=

1
ln( Pf a )

(28)

Due to the different calculation methods used for Z, the traditional CFAR is derived
from a variety of algorithms. In the case of CA-CFAR, the clutter power level is estimated
as follows:
1 N
Z = ∑ Xi
(29)
N i =1
For CAGO-CFAR, the expression of Z is as follows:
 "


#
N/2
N
2
2
Z = max
Xi ; 
∑ Xi   .
N i∑
N
=1
i =( N/2)+1

(30)
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by the target; the algorithm’s steps are introduced in Algorithm 3. The principle of CLEAN
Thus, the first estimated position is fundamentally important. The experimental results
is to search for all pulses through the cross-correlation of the echo signal and the template
illustrate that the proposed method can effectively detect a moving target behind a wall
signal. The final time delay is filtered by a pre-settled threshold. However, this algorithm is
and extract the trajectory.
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not suitable for long-distance target detection because the fixed threshold causes weak and
distant targets to be ignored. This method is thus inappropriate to detect the target echo
intensity under a fixed threshold. To address this problem, a modified CLEAN algorithm
was proposed in [68]. Based on the conventional CLEAN algorithm, the weak signal
compensating method and the multi-dimension jumping window were used. To reduce
false alarms caused by signal compensation, 1D and 2D jumping windows were designed,
as shown in Figure 17, Figure 18 provides a detection performance comparison between
the conventional CLEAN algorithm and the modified CLEAN algorithm. In Liu [67], the
detection performance of the CA-CFAR, OS-CFAR, and CLEAN algorithms was compared
based on actual radar data, and the applicable environments and limitations were also
discussed. Although OS-CFAR offers better performance in strong clutter and multi-path
environments than CA-CFAR, both of them cannot detect a range-extended target in an
Figure 16. ideal
A scheme
of the
processing
steps and
detailed
detection
flow.
state.
Thesignal
CLEAN
algorithm
offers
better
performance
for targets in different motion
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is to search for all pulses through the cross-correlation of the echo signal and the template
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is not suitable for long-distance target detection because the fixed threshold causes weak
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compensating method and the multi-dimension jumping window were used. To reduce
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Since the UWB radar received signal can be modeled as a specular multipath model
(see the Equation (2)), the human target echo is considered to be composed of signal components of several scattering paths that have range scalability. Therefore, in [21,22], the
CLEAN algorithm was used for target detection to extract the time delay clutter generated
by the target; the algorithm’s steps are introduced in Algorithm 3. The principle of CLEAN
is to search for all pulses through the cross-correlation of the echo signal and
the template
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Algorithm 3 The steps of the CLEAN algorithm
Input:
The waveform shape s(t)
The detection threshold Tclean
Output:
Sensors 2021, 21, x FOR PEER REVIEW
23 of 34
The estimated amplitude âi (t)
The estimated time delay n̂i (t)
1. Set the initial residual waveform d0 (t) = w(t) and the initial counter i = 0;
2. Calculate the cross-correlation rsd (τ ) between s(t) and di (t); the time-index associated with the
maximum amplitude of rsd (τ ) is the ith estimated TOA:
n̂i (t) = argmaxτ |rsd (τ )|.
The cross-correlation at n̂i (t) is the ith estimated amplitude:
âi (t) = rsd (n̂i (t)).
If the path magnitude âi (t) below the detection threshold is Tclean , stop and record the TOA and
amplitude.
3. Increase the iteration counter: i ← i + 1 .
4. Update the residual waveform:
di (t) = di−1 (t) − âi (t)s(t − n̂i (t)).
5. Iterate: Go to step.2.
(b)
* The waveform shape $s(t)$ can be approximated by the radar transmitted signal in free space or
an anechoic
chamber.
Figure
17. Jumping
window method for eliminating false alarms: (a) 1D window and (b) 2D winEnd [68].
dow
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algorithm, and (c) after detection with the modified CLEAN algorithm [68].

4.3.
Vital Sign
Signal
Measurement
Algorithm
3 The
steps
of the CLEAN algorithm
Vital sign signal measurement based on UWB through-wall radar has great application
Input:
potential because it does not require contact with the human target. For example, this
The waveform shape s (t )
technology can be used for human perception, positioning, and rescue under collapsed
Tclean mine disasters, or other disasters. Meanwhile, it can also
The detection
threshold
obstacles
caused
by earthquakes,
be
used for medical non-contact human parameter acquisition and monitoring. In cases
Output:
like
outbreakamplitude
of COVID-19,
aˆi (ta) non-contact human-parameter-obtaining method will help
Thethe
estimated
reduce the risk of infection among
medical staff. As mentioned above, the IR-UWB throughThe estimated time delay nˆi (t )

1. Set the initial residual waveform d 0 (t ) = w(t ) and the initial counter i = 0 ;
2. Calculate the cross-correlation rsd (τ ) between s (t ) and di (t ) ; the time-index
associated with the maximum amplitude of rsd (τ ) is the ith estimated TOA:
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wall radar has a high range resolution, allowing it to estimate the respiratory rate (RR) and
heartbeat rate (HR) of a human target by detecting the chest contraction displacements caused
by breathing and the heart position changes caused by heartbeats. Generally speaking [69], for
normal adults, the RR and HR spectrum ranges in the frequency domain by about 0.2–0.3 Hz
(12–20 beats/min) and 1–1.6 Hz (60–100 beats/min), respectively. For young children, the
range of RR and HR is about 0.2–0.6 Hz (17–40 beats/min) and 1.2–3.2 Hz (70–190 beats/min),
respectively. In particular, the RR and HR of a human buried by a disaster will fluctuate
greatly. In Liu et al. [70], the spectrum distribution range of a respiratory signal (0.2–0.8 Hz)
and heartbeat signal (1–2.5 Hz) of a buried human was considered.
As mentioned before, in a vital signal measurement scene, the UWB radar return signal
model using Equation (2) should be analyzed in the slow time dimension. By denoting as
the radar return with respiratory rate and heartbeat information, the y(t, τ ) belonging to
the radar return matrix (see Figure 19, the single y(t, τ ) means the single frame signal, and
the multi-y(t, τ ) means multiply frame signals) can be expressed as follows [71]:
y(t, τ )

= Ap(τ − τv (t))
= Ap(τ − τ0 − τr sin(2π f r t)
−τh sin(2π f h t + ϕh ))

(34)

where f r , f h represents the respiratory frequency and heartbeat frequency, respectively.
Obviously, the spectrum analysis for y(t, τ ) can obtain f r , f h . The Fourier transform (FT) is
operated in slow time y(t, τ ) as
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where P(ν) is the FT of the received signal in fast time P(τ ) based on the Bessel series [72]:
+∞

∑

e− jzsin(2π f0 t) =

k =−∞

Jk (z)e− j2πk f0 t

(38)

The Equation (37) can then be updated as
Y ( f , ν)

= AP(ν)e− j2πvτ0
R +∞ +∞
· −∞ ( ∑ Jk ( β r ν)e− j2πk fr t )
+∞

k =−∞

(39)

·( ∑ Jl ( β h ν)e− j2πl f h t e− j2πl ϕh t e− j2π f t )dt
k =−∞

where β r = 2πmr and β h = 2πmh . Using (39) in (35), the frequency spectrum in slow time
can be expressed as
+∞

Y( f , τ) = A

+∞

∑ ∑

e− jl ϕh Gkl (τ )δ( f − k f r − l f h )

k =−∞ l =−∞

(40)

where Gkl is given by
Gkl (τ ) =

Z +∞
−∞

P(ν) Jk ( β r ν) Jl ( β h ν)e j2πν(τ −τ0 ) dv

(41)

Considering τ = τ0 , Equation (41) can then be maximized as
Gkl (τ0 ) =

Z +∞
−∞

P(ν) Jk ( β r ν) Jl ( β h ν)dv

(42)

Therefore, the final frequency spectrum expression in slow time can be expressed
as follows:
+∞

Y( f , τ) = A

+∞

∑ ∑

k =−∞ l =−∞

e− jl ϕh Gkl δ( f − k f r − l f h )

(43)

Equation (43) contains the respiratory frequency, the heartbeat frequency, and the
corresponding harmonic frequency. It is clear that the spectrum here is a discrete function
and that its amplitude depends on Gkl .
HR and RR have different and non-overlapping frequency bands, so it is feasible to
find the RR from the spectrum. However, the multiple order harmonics of respiratory
signals may appear in the frequency of HR, and their amplitudes may be even larger than
that of the HR. The research in [71] showed that the fourth harmonic and the third-order
intermodulation waveform of a respiratory signal is equivalent to the amplitude of a
heartbeat signal under a through-wall condition (see Figure 20). Therefore, to obtain HR
and RR more accurately, it is necessary not only to improve the frequency resolution, but
also to suppress the multiple harmonics of the respiratory signal.
In Lazaro et al. [71], the harmonics of a respiratory signal and the intermodulation
effects between the respiratory signal and the heartbeat signal were analyzed in detail.
This study also showed that when the respiratory displacement is greater than 2.5 mm,
the magnitude of these respiratory harmonics is the same as that of the heartbeat signal.
Meanwhile, the paper concluded that the transmitted pulse shape has an important influence on the harmonic’s components and that, under a given central frequency and
bandwidth, the ratio between the fundamental frequency components of the respiratory
rate and heartbeat is independent of the transmitted pulse shape. To improve the spectrum
resolution, the author used Chirp Z-transform (CZT) instead of fast Fourier transform (FFT)
and designed a harmonic canceller based on a moving target indicator (MTI) to suppress
the respiratory harmonics. The real-world experience results showed that the proposed

Figure 19. Vital sign signals in radar return matrix [25].
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effects between the respiratory signal and the heartbeat signal were analyzed in detail.
This study also showed that when the respiratory displacement is greater than 2.5 mm,
the magnitude of these respiratory harmonics is the same as that of the heartbeat signal.

(a)

(b)
Figure 21. The real-world
results
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Figure
21. [71].
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results [71].
(a)frequency
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spectrum
based spectrum
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(b) frequency
The heartbeat
signal frequency
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on CZT and MTI.

Because the echo carrying human life information has quasi periodicity in slow time,
a novel detection method for radar vital sign signals based on a high-order cumulant
(HOC) was proposed in [73]. Since the theoretical value of the high-order statistics of
Gaussian noise is zero, this method is insensitive to Gaussian noise. The SNR of the signal
also effectively improved via the HOC, as shown in Figure 22. The simulation and exper-
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tion were analyzed using numerical simulations and measured data. HHT was used to
is required for reliable respiration and heart rate extraction. Based on the finite difference
time domain (FDTD) numerical analysis method, a human body simulation model of
UWB radar under the conditions of collapsed buildings after an earthquake was established in [77]. In this model, humans are buried in ruins in different positions and have
different vital signs. The experimental and simulation results show that a time–frequency
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successfully identify and distinguish the respiratory characteristics of different testers in
30 of 35
breathing states (i.e., normal breath, holding breath, and repeating ‘123’). Due
to
the limitations of the hardware resolution of through-wall radar, a high center frequency is
required for reliable respiration and heart rate extraction. Based on the finite difference
time domain (FDTD) numerical analysis method, a human body simulation model of UWB
have different vital signs. The experimental and simulation results show that a time–
radar under the conditions of collapsed buildings after an earthquake was established
frequency transform based on HHT can effectively obtain the respiration rate of a human
in [77]. In this model, humans are buried in ruins in different positions and have different
body. However, weak heartbeat information cannot be effectively extracted. Based on the
vital signs. The experimental and simulation results show that a time–frequency transform
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) algorithm, the radar echo signal of the target was
based on HHT can effectively obtain the respiration rate of a human body. However, weak
adaptively decomposed into multiple intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) in [79]. By
heartbeat information cannot be effectively extracted. Based on the empirical mode decomanalyzing and calculating the energy spectrum characteristics of each IMF, the respiratory
position (EMD) algorithm, the radar echo signal of the target was adaptively decomposed
and heartbeat signals were reconstructed in the time domain. In Zhang et al. [80], on the
into multiple intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) in [79]. By analyzing and calculating the
basis of [79], the ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) algorithm was used to
energy spectrum characteristics of each IMF, the respiratory and heartbeat signals were
suppress the mode aliasing in EMD and improve the measurement accuracy. In Yan et al.
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Generally speaking, for the vital sign signal measurement using UWB through-wall
radar, the processing framework can be summarized as the following Figure 25.
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(2) Research on the UWB radar general integrated system. According to the particularities
(2) Research on the UWB radar general integrated system. According to the
of the scene used by UWB radar, in addition to through-wall radar, ground penetrating
particularities of the scene used by UWB radar, in addition to through-wall radar,
radar and life detector radar can also be used. In fact, the design architectures of these
ground penetrating radar and life detector radar can also be used. In fact, the design
three radar types are largely the same, and their signal processing algorithms also
architectures of these three radar types are largely the same, and their signal
tend to be the same. Therefore, it should be determined whether these three kinds
processing algorithms also tend to be the same. Therefore, it should be determined
of radar can be integrated in a general system. Based on cognitive radar theory and
whether these three kinds of radar can be integrated in a general system. Based on
artificial intelligence, a general system can be enabled to complete adaptive optimal
cognitive radar theory and artificial intelligence, a general system can be enabled to
detection based on a complex real-world environment.
complete adaptive optimal detection based on a complex real-world environment.
(3) Research on environment modeling. At present, many UWB through-wall radar systems
(3) Research on environment modeling. At present, many UWB through-wall radar
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only
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onTherefore,
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The
performance
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attention.
complex environments. Multiplying through-wall radar could effectively enhance
(4) Research on UWB radar networking. The performance of a single radar is limited in
complex environments. Multiplying through-wall radar could effectively enhance
the ability of environmental perception and target information acquisition. Thus, the
protocol of radar networking needs to be studied.
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the ability of environmental perception and target information acquisition. Thus, the
protocol of radar networking needs to be studied.
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